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SPECTATOR

IMPORTANT

CONGRATULATIONS

Spectator Staff Members come to Press Room
Thursday or Friday During Activity Period.

Freshmen, Sophomores, You Presented Fine
Entertainment. But Don't Stop. Keep Going.

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1 937

VOL. VI.— No. 3

Fall Dance To Be
Held November 20
Appearance of
Thompson Expects First
Glee Club Will Be
Record Crowd To On College Night
Attend Gala Dance

McGarrigle
Parents, Students Father
Awards Certificates
To Get Acquainted To Nursing Students
John Gabriel
On College Night Sr.Concludes

Tobin Postpones Dote
Of Spectator Mixer

Interesting

Bob Richards Is
Appointed Chairman
Of Annual Event

Nursing Classes
A course in hospital administration and hospital personnel management, as outlined in the curriculum of nursing education. Seattle college, was brought to a
close by Sister John Gabriel, Friday, October 22, at Providence

In order not to crowd the
"oclal calendar, the first Spectator mixer, originally schednled for the coming week, has
been postponed until a later
(tate, according to John Tobin,
.activity manager of the SpecA definite date will be
announced at an early time.
Tobin pointed out that the
Frosh-Soph. Barn dance and the
Pall Informal come so close
together that it would be unwiee to have another social
function in between the two.

Basketball Team
To Have New
Name This Year
All Students Should
Submit Suggestions
At Spectator Office

Drama Guild Plans
To Stage First Play
December Marks
Production Date
For New Comedy

Chairman

College Night, which provides
A new name for Seattle college
At an election of officers for the first opportunity for the gathathletic teams will be chosen this
the Women's Glee club held re- ering of the mothers and fathers
cently, Mary Buchanan was made
week by a committee appointed by
of the students, will take place
president; Ellen McHugh, vice- the last day of the fall quarter. hospital.
Charles Bras, director of Drama
Ed McCullough, student body
As the first event on the calen- president; Rosemary Smith, li- December 22, at Providence Hosproductions, announced seGuild
Njrsing
152,
hospital
president.
education
dar of the ASSC social season, brarian; Janet Granger, manager.
lection of Albert Thomas' light
a brief
administration,
covered
According to the Rev. Daniel
the Fall Informal dance will take
"The committee consisting of
comedy '"Her Husband's Wife'
history of hospitals of different
place at the Inglewood Golf and A. Reidy, S.J., moderator of the
Philips,
Scanlon,
James
Ed
as the opening play of the College
Joe
through
the
periods, from B. C.
Country club, Saturday evening, Glee club, the Club will make its
dramatic season. Production is
Donohoe, Germaine Hoeschen,
early Christian hosand
ancient
November 20. The swing orches- first public appearance at College
scheduled for the first week o
renaissance
pitals,
Dickman,
Budnick,
medieval and
Robert
Joe
tra of Duane Robinson and his Night, the annual Christmas proDecember, with rehearsals startCarr
hospitals, down to the modern
William
Keene,
Mary
Powers,
Maxanna
'
Royal Guardsmen has been engag- gram presented by the students
ing early next week.
hospitals of the twentieth century.
"What is the future of organ- Vincent McGrath, Bill Marx, and
ed to provide music for dancing of Seattle College. Regular weekly
A whimsical comedy in three
It discussed the problems of or- ized labor in the United States?"
from 9:00 to 12:00 p. m.
concerts will commence during the
acts, "Her Husband's Wife" was
principles of i» the question which will be Rosanne Flynn will accept a 1 1
ganization,
functions,
Inglewood Golf Club on the latter part of February. As yet
first staged in 1910 when it met
hospital administration, and the debated tonight in the Gavel club suggestions made by students
Bothell highway provides a place the concert schedule is still uncerwith immediate popularity.
It
training
proposition
irieeing
of
executives.
showed
under
the
"Reorflce,"
through
Spectator
the
college
stu- tain, bat concerts will be given
new to most Seattle
rights and duties, and respon- solved: That the'C. I. O. and A. F. stated the ASSC president, "but
the
The play centers around Stuart
dents, who have held no social at the various Catholic high
heads of depart- of L. Should Affiliate." This is a the new name will not be chosen
Randolph, Irene Randolph, Emsibilities
of
the
Spring
of
parishes
function there since the
of the
schools, clubs, and
ily, Ladew, Richard Belden, and
question of national import par- by popular vote, it will be left
ments.
1935. As an added attraction a city, as well as in nearby cities.
Irene's uncle.
ticularly
locality
in
this
where
relationship
entirely to the committee to decide
It pointed out the
set of novel decorations Is being
Try-outs have been held for a
William Carr, a senior, was offian im- and bring before the next student
organized
plays
labor
such
institution
and
mediIrene Randolph, imagining that
between
the
Robert Richards
designed in the clubhouse.
girls' trio, but there has been no
cially named chairman of the Ju- she is critically ill, selects What
everyday life. body meeting.
In con- pltal auditorium. College Night, is cal staff and the responsibility for portant part in the
28,
definite
selection
to
date.
at
a
board,
dicial
October
upheld by
Under the co-chalrmanship of
"The 'Maroons' have En the meeting of that board. The policy she considers a suitable and safe
the amount of avail- mainly for the purpose of having saff conferences and departmental The affirmative will be
Haven, past
James Thompson and Miss Betty sideration of
McKinnon
and
Louis
as
the
Anne
successor for herself. Emily Lahospital,
work
in
the
such
few years designated Set.*tle
able material in the women's Glee the parents and families of stuas outlined by the
Williams, both seniors at the coldietary, diagnostic, and record de- opposed by Tierney Wilson and college teams, but it has been col:- of this board
dew agrees to marry Randolph
and
order
accomodate
informal
man"We
chairman,
club
in
to
dents meet in an
is as follows:
new
Morris
Sullivan.
lege who have taken part in preup
It
also
took
in
the event of Irene's death, but
partments.
the
fused with other schools and has accept any proposition presented
the demand, the possibility of hav- ner. It is at this time also that
Wednesday night Gene
waiting for Irene to die
vious social events, a program of
Last
without
problems
hospital
efficiency
of
not been used exclusively. There- for investigation upon a written
ing two trios is being considered. honors won by students during
dancing and entertainment is besuddenly changes from a deand Lawrence Hoeschen fore we have decided
the
Maruca
she
problem
nursing
service,
and
by
read.
settle
the
represented
publicly
quarter
The men will be
the fall
are
to
When deemed advis- mure, quiet successor into an ating planned which, according to
patient and educa- outpointed Mary Buchanan and question definitely with an official application.
quartet composed of James Robert Richards Is chairman of of care of the
decisions will be published in tractive rival. Irene finds herself
able
McHugh
very
the committee, promises to be the a
Ellen
in
close
dea
tion of the nurse.
name," stated Mr. McCullough.
Rothstein, Frank Taylor, Robert the affair.
the Spectator. At other times they too jealous to.' bother with worrygreatest ever given by Seattle colIt considered hospital house- bate on the question "Resolved:
Richards, and William Cannon.
A similar move was instigated will be given at association meet- ing about dying, and she soon
Plans are already in progress keeping, hospital economics, the That 'trucking' should be added
Frank Tay- and though not definite, a musisubjects inA date bureau is being conduct- James Rothstein and
education course at last year but failed since it was ings or merely to the
finds her plan has gone beyonc
of the quartet cal program is being arranged, in- cost of medical care, rural hospit- as a physical
lor
are
members
to change the volved in a given case. We will
deemed
inadvisable
by
Masenga,
light
quesed
Robert
Rosanne
Seattle
This
reason.
The end,of the play offers
college."
and
all
als,
hospital
councils,
the
Cannon cluding a few selections from the
j surprising and delightful soluFlynn, Edwin McCullough, and of last year and William
humor for the oc- name in the middle of the basket- instigate proceedings of our own la
tion
provided
agencies
discussing
now
methods
Richards will take the Glee club, a number from the girls'
ball season as it might cause some
only when necessary.
Mavis McCreery. This committee ana Robert
tion.
of lowering the cost of care to the casion, Gene Maruca with a bom- confusion. By starting early this volition
place of John Boehtn and Robert trio, and from the boys' quartet.
wishing
being
to take
"Those students who wish to subAuthor of several other plays
requests all those
patient. It also discussed legisla- bardment of witty remarks
however, Mr. McCullough
submit their ideas including "Thirty Days," "What
advantage of the date bureau to Tobin respectively.
general committee tion affecting hospitals, the hos- adjudged the best speaker of the year,
Those
on
the
mit
Ideas
must
Robert Richards is a senior at in the preparation
hopes to have the issue settled be- written to he chairman. The only the Doctor Ordered," "Little Boy
give their names as soon as pos- !
of College Night pital and the public, medical and evening.
James
Rothstein
college,
the
while
fore basketball season starts.
Sullivan,
Agnes
Vali- lay auxiliaries, and social service
object of this board is to promote Blue," Albert Thomas realized
slble so that dates may be convenare Prances
and Frank Taylor are two of the quette, Jane Dougherty, Maxlne
iently arranged.
the harmonious conduct of busi- his greatest success with "Hei
gave
work. This course
five col.ast year's graduates.
Leonard, Mary Powers, Margaret lege credits, and certificates in
ness
for the student association." Husband's Wife."
The total membership of the Murray, Germaine Hoeschen, RoTransportation is being taken
The cast for "Her Husband's
Other members of the commitHospitalization
were
distributed
care of by a committee under Jo- combined Glee clubs is now sixty- sanne Flynn, Mary Buchanan, by Rev.
and
Miiurfcce
Hayes
was selected by Mr. Bras
tee
are
Frank
Wife"
McGarrigle.
Francis J.
4ng»]o Miipano. iix. there beine thirty.,sevan in the
.-■""".!' PhUlipa.
Jc<ui C&llma'n, Nancy Stewart, dean of the graduate school, SeatO'Brleii.
thirty-nine
and Francis Sullivan are in charge women's division, and
Betty Colburn, Bob McClaire, John tle college.
Spectator was going to press.
of the sale of tickets which will be in the men's.
The Lettermen's Club of Seattle
Members
of the cast and dates of
Tobin, Don Larson, Louis Sauvaiu,
In addition to nursing educaworking, at present, on
available Friday at the usual price
,rehearsal will be posted on the
Gordon McAeckren, Bill Bates, Ad tion 152, Sister John Gabriel also college is
rules to
of one dollar a couple. Friends of
main bulletin board.
Smith, Fred Conyne, and Joe Rus- gave nursing education 153, hos- a system of eligibility
govern activities in the college.
the college are being notified of
The Seattle College Drama guild
Production of "Her Husband's
sell.
pital personnel management. The
only
yet the
the dance by invitations sent out
is considering the undertaking of
I
Wife" marks the beginning of the
If present plans of the commit- course consisted of a series of lec- Since basketball is as
by Lisle McDonald, Margaret Neumajor activity in which the col- a movement which will publicize
Drama Guild's third season under
tee materialize an interesting mo- tures, discussions, and readings
come, and Jane Doherty.
lege
competes, the rules will per- the school throughout the state.
out
direction of Charles Bras. Mr.
through
be
carried
tif will
concerned with the psychology of
tain mainly to that sport. It is the The guild intends to sponsor a
Bras has successfully directed
the evening.
Co-chairmen James Thompson
human relations, the technique of
formulate de- series of one-act plays to be preThe George M. Horton memo- the College dramatists in such
1 executive control, the use of psy- aim of the club to
and Betty Williams point out that
A committee known as the enrule the elig- sented by the high schools of the rial library at Providence hospi- plays as "The Whole Town's
finite
standards
to
chology in the selection of help,
since this is the first event spon- | cyclical committee has been formibility of applicants for the team. state.
tal, composed of over a thousand Talking," "The Importance of Bethe technique of training them,
sored by the associated students, ed within the Sodality, with the
the lack of clarity
In
seasons
past
volumes on scientific and medical ing Earnest," "Love and GeoEach
school
will
be
invited
to
the arousing of interest and supand since the place and the orches- purpose of acquainting Sodality
this point has caused some send two or three one-act plays to subjects and a large number of graphy," and "Ceiling Zero."
on
plying of incentives, the use and
tra are the best available, the members with letters of the Holy
argument among those connected compete for the trophy which will periodicals, may be used by preAt 2:00 o'clock, November 4. control of the emotions, ltbw to
dance should prove the biggest Pontiff, Pius XI. It is the hope of
with the college basketball team. be presented to the school adjudg- medic and nursing students of
ever given by Seattle college.
this committee to stimulate in all on the afternoon of the first get on with p.eople and win their
The code of rules as drawn up ed best. The tournament would Seattle college, it was announced
Sodality members a knowledge of Thursday in November, the Moth- support, how to study physchologi- by the Lettermen's club will be
run three nights with the winners yesterday.
will
college
Seattle
personality
ers' club of
cal factrs involved in
their value in every day life.
submitted, for final approval to to be chosen on the last night.
meeting
This library is nam e d for
problems, and some methods of
This committee will meet week- hold a special business
the Rev. Francis E. Corkery, S.J.,
George
M. Horton, who donated
plays
office.
The
theme
of
be
leadership.
may
n
the
creative
the
president's
ly with the Reverend Howard Perpresident of Seattle college.
dramatic, romantic, idiotic, or a large collection of books. It has
A program will be planned for
There Were about seventy-five
onteau, S.J., to discuss different
Mr. Joseph Phillips speaking for even psychopathic. The same ap- the latest books and is kept upthe coming year, the first activity students registered, and the geoThe program of the Sodality
phases of this matter.
the college lettermen requested plies
and
Comthe
annual
Mass
distribution
was
most
the actora and the judges. to-date by the constant addition of meeting of Monday, October 25,
Sodality
being
graphical
to
At every meeting of the
wearing
their
Joseph's interesting. It represented stu- those who are still
But seriously speaking, the tour- new editions.
was an instructive one. The guest
a talk will be given on the subject munion to be held at St.
high school letters to please reBesides this collection there are speaker of the evening was the
The Rev. James B. McGoldrick, by one of the following committee church in the near future.
dena from Montana, Idaho, Easnament will not only do the guild
sweaters.
them
from
their
a lot of good, but it will also do also a number of publications of Reverend Father Dunn, S.J., a
S. J., dean of Seattle college, has members: Jack Archibald, Jane
All mothers are requested to tern and Western Washington, Or- move
that no one was
appointed several new members to Doherty, Gene Maruca, Raymond keep November 4 in mind and to egon, California, Alaska, British He made it clear put away his all the competitors a great amount interest to pre-medic students in profeesor at Gonzaga university,
being asked to
of good. The plan has not been the college library. The combined Shanghai, China. The topic of
the publicity committee for the Mueller, Martin Sloan, Helen present a good showing on this Columbia, China, and the Philipsweater but merely to remove the definitely adopted as yet, but it is faculties of both libraries offer Father
college during the present school Carey, Albert Ernsdorf, Donald ciate. Mothers of new students are pine Islands.
Dunn's address was "The
high school emblem.
year. Ardath Deßolt, sophomore Hill,
felt that as an all-school activity these students a wide field of Encyclicals of the Popes."
urged to be in attendance.
These coursese are offered each
James Scanlon.
study and research.
at the college is publicity manit should be successful.
year in the Autumn Quarter by
The greater part, of his address
Students
ager. Assisting her in advertising
Seattle college, and are taught by
was given to a discussion of how
the school are Alice McAlnerney,
Sister John Gabriel, R. N., M. A., i
Communism, Fascism, and SocialRoom
Decorate
Joanna Boers, Helen Carey, Lufaculty advisor for the departism are creeping into this country.
cile Reglmball, Ruth White,
ment of nursing education.
He disclosed many startling facts
At the meeting of the women
Louise Rascovious, and Max Pape.
By Emmett Buckley
about
the spread of Communism
college
held
on
students of Seattle
ciated. In winter (which is most
topics
himself
asand he showed how
Hollywood,
anyone
express
A major item on the program
In
this
column
is
invited
to
on
in
Monday, October 25, the Rev.
time) a person cannot move
it works its way into the laboring
wll be the contacting of papers In ' Most of us have been up in of the
sociated
with
sports.
on
Peronteau,
S.J.,
spoke
Howard
the home towns of students who airplanes. And some may have beyond the door without enowclasses.
the social aspect of the Sodality
shoes. Anyone who has tried to
This young writer was greatly disappointed to learn that Seattle
Jean Collman followed Father
come from out of the city. Thus traveled considerable distances by go
urged
Virgin.
He
h
of
the
Blessed
oug
any great distance t h r
college, with all its brain and brawn left no place in its activities for Dunn's address with a short talk
it is believed that the college will air. But it would be difficult to
the
biat
regular
attendance
pair of snowshoes
on collecting stamps and old
highest esteem by the ancient Greeks.
become better known in other find anyone who looks upon flying soft snow on a
weekly meetings, and encouraged a sport that was held in
what it is. In summer
clothes for the Montana Indian
towns and other states. Articles as anything but a luxury. At best knows Just
memor
email,'
spirit
among
Every
school,
large
social
a
more
gumboots are the only footwear
of interest regarding out of town it is to us a very costly means of
The Mendel club held its first bers.
has developed some kind of a track then, why not develop it? A track missions. Her speech was supplepossible for travel. Alaska is
by a brief explanation of
students will be sent to their home travel.
meeting
meeting last week, at which times
During the business
team and was never sorry it did. team would serve a number of mented
But in Alaska the story is en- mootly a marshy country with in- Dr. Franz gave
the existing conditions in these
town newspapers, as well as regexplanafollowed,
imporcollege
short
most
Se<Ule
small
school
the
purposes
institution;
a
which
the
is
no
in
this
tirely different. Up there, where numerable email streams and rivular copies of the Spectator.
missions by the Reverend Howard
tion of the Club's purpose.
tant matter discussed was the compared to so.me, and, in years two principal ones being individ- Peronteau, S.J.
I spent my summer, flying is ers, and a person is likely to be in
follow,
grown
Those
enrolled
in
the
Club
were
the
Women's
room.
it
will
have
befurnishing
development
of
to
ualism
and
a
further
expressed
deep
Ardath De Bolt
looked upon as a surprisingly up to his hips many times in an
Frank Hayes then delivered a
chairs, yond all expectation; but it lacks of school spirit.
appreciation to the local daily cheap way of getting about. With hour. After a day's walking with given an introductory talk which Donations in the line of
message
on the recently organized
asked.
relationship
existing
Furthermore,
be- lamps, and pictures were
a sport that demands .more inditrack has been
papers for their cooperation in the coming of the airplane the Old a pack and heavy boots a person stated the
colors, maroon and vidualism than any other sport found to be the least expensive Catholic Truth committee. "The
members
of
people
and
the
tween
school
The
publicizing the activities at Seattle Timers feel as though they have is happier over nothing more than
purpose of the committee." he exin ever did or ever will develop.
of all sports. Therefore, there can
college. The new director also been almost given something for that he has Just that much of the medical profession. It was also white, are being carried out
"is to find reliable refuplained,
pointed out that the good to be the selection of drapes, and will
his Journey behind him. Any exHaven't you gazed around you be no excuse whatsoever concern- tations of the malicious propaganstated that sports will be handled nothing.
colorthing:
could
be
of
the
we
by
key-note'
done
the
students
the
inn
COBt.
And
another
and seen those tall, well-built,
To them flying is not a luxury, perienced man would rather the accomplished only by midy, hard be
against Catholics which the
by a sub-committee and requested
scheme used throughout the young athletes who .should be need the added publicity during da
great saving. And this in hardest Job the country has to ofbut
Spanish war has instigated." He
a
determinawork,
spring
quarter.
that anyone Interesed in handling
and
a
steadfast
the
day's
travburning up a cinder track? These
spite of the fact that it costs over fer in preference to a
Surely, baseball and basketball urged that all sodalißts cooperate
this work get in touch with her four times as much to make a trip eling. Twenty miles with a pack tion to succeed.
young Mercurys are fairly aching
being
swell, too, but they cost a with the committee by reading
The extensive program
immediately.
for a chance to bring out their In- are
up there as it does down here. If Is considered a good day's Journey.
plans
give
great
formulated
the
stuto
TheDrama
Guild
deal more than track. 1 Catholic periodicals with such a
trip,
the disdividual talents.
flying in Alaska cost twice as A two hundred mile
hear
from
huge
opportunity
Outlines for a
dents an
to
think track should be considered purpose in view. He asked that
publicity much
as it now does, it would still tance say from here to Portland, prominent Seattle doctors, witness Announces Officers
Notice the speed stored up in before baseball.
whenever a refutation is found the
days.
And
campaign are being formulated ac- be cheap up there.
would take nine or ten
these men who should be out on a
finder should bring it to the comwhere
no
What
do
hospitals
operations,
What,
you
visit
track?
cording to Miss Deßolt, who also
In most parts of Alaska before it wouldn't be over an open road special
mittee to read it before all SoWith the intention of develop- track whipping off a 50-yard dash think?
cases are under observaeither; it would be more like
expressed satisfaction at the work (he airplane came into general
the idea of the Little Theatre in five flat. Take a worms-eye
dalisla at the next meeting.
ing
mediMcNIECE.
tion,
present
and
to
discuss
ED
right
through
the
out
way to get heading
Louis Souvain was the concludcollege, officers of the view of a gangly youth who should
in
Seattle
done already this year. "More use, there was Just one
cal
trends
at
the
"rcund-table"
where you wanted to go, and that middle of the Olympic Peninsula.
ing speaker of the evening. He
Drama guild plan to present reg- b? stretching his limbs over a six
Air-Minded;
U.
than ever before outsiders are was to walk. Of course, in sum- So the opportunity to make a trip meetings.
high- and a half foot cross bar with plenspoke about the meaning of the
The members then adjourned ular plays that will be the
beginning to take notice of Seattle mer, if one were close to a big up in that country looks cheap
70
Passes
In
3
meetings.
Games
ty
spare.
the
Guild
to
feast of Christ the King and the
lights
of
Biology
laboratory
to the
where
college and to take an interest In river, boat travel might be pos- at any price.
special intention of the feast,
The Guild's presiding officers
your view to that
Now
reverse
refreshments
of
cake
and
coffee
trip
mile
will
be
A two hundred
neighboring vilLarson, president;
PORTLAND, Ore., Nov. 2.
namely that men should acknowlits affaire," declared the new sible and between
of our feathered friends in the
departing group Ure: Donald
lages in winter a beaten trail made for about forty dollars. That were served. The
Buchanan, vice president; heavens, and notice the handsome (Special)
Few
football
elevens
Mary
edge His dominion over them.
left behind it it's enthusiastic
manager. "The staff is well organmight afford the possibility of seems very little when compared
air-minded than that After the meeting the Sodallsts
Greek
are
more
raanwho
is
built
like
a
production
approval
.oseph
Ruesell,
of
distinct
feature
blond
this
ized and the work is begun. We travel by dog team. But for the to ten days' hard travel and loss
should be making which the colorful Robert Lee volunteered to receive Holy Comof the Mendel club.
f,ger; and Neil Brislawn. business athlete and who
will appreciate the whole-hearted most part travel In the more re- of time. A trip from here to San
(Matty) Mathews has at Univer- munion at a novena for this inThe Mendel club, according to manager. The positions of secre- a run down a stretch and clearing
country Francisco, about a thousand miles,
cooperation of the student body mote sections of the
sity of Portland this year.
upright.
tention.
a
fourteen
foot
organization
of
costs forty-four dollars. The same Dr. Franz, is an
could be made only by foot.
tary and treasurer will be filled
In three game's the Portlanders
The next meeting will be held
So, what about all this?
which is the all important factor
there
about
all
students
Interested
in
medicine
up
Alaska
Is
like
distance
costs
two
walking
And
in
tossed exactly 70 passes to Monday, November 8. An Interest.
by appointments of the exhave
later
So
this!
campaign
of
putting
open
in
across a
to
and science. It le
walking nowhere else. It must be hundred dollars.
(at program is being arranged.
Seattle college has the material; net nearly 350 yards.
But that's better than walking. of ail classes.
ecutive committee.
Ihit nature," said Miss De Bolt. experienced to be really appre-

Debaters to Discuss
Labor Question
At Meeting Tonight

William Carr Selected
To Be Chairman of
Judicial Board

Lettermen Discuss
Eligibility Rules

New Committee
Formed In Sodality

Drama Guild Invites
High Schools To Join
One-Act Play Series

Providence Opens
Library to College

Mothers to Hold
Business Meeting

.

Sodalists Hear
Father Dunn, S.J.,
Talk on Communism

Publicity Committee
Outlines Campaign
For Coming Year

Women

Airplanes Termed Cheap Transportation

By Young College Sourdough

Will
Women's

Voice of The Masses

Dr. Franz Speaks To
The Mendel Club
At Opening Meeting

Portland

—

members'

—

IE

2
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her. 1932.
'
during the scholastic year.

d«nta of Seattle

Casual Comments of the
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SPECTA lUX

MAROON or MORON

BEGGED,
Footlites and Hilites
BORROWED or STOLEN
By William Thoreson
A Little Bit of Life
Here And On Other Campi

Become Prodigy, Genius, Immortal
Family Helps Yehudi Menuhin

After having devoted the last two issues
of this column to events which do not have
any special significance as far as College
By Janet Granger
dramatics are concerned, this writer has deBy Thomas Scanlon
on application.
Mary's
termined to give his readers a sort of pot
The varsity debate squad of St.
♥♥♥♥»*»♥♥♥»»♥♥♥»♥"«♥♥♥♥♥♥*»♥»♥»♥
A progidy become a genius is a rare occurpourri
of current happenings and coming
argued their case against San Quentin prison
rence, indeed. But Seattle, last week, wit193«
Member
1937
events in the College Drama guild.
this month.
just such an unusual event in Yehudi
nessed
Press
Cfcsockrfed Cbtteeicde
First Production Soon
Maybe they're just practicing in case they
Menuhin,who in the words of the critics was
!
First Class Honor Rating
place.
Perhaps
of
the
the biggest questions confronting
talk
themselves
out
ever have to
prodigy,
today
genius,
a
to"yesterday
a
*
*
♥
'i Member Jesuit College Press Association
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fairy tale, technically perfect, yet has In the brief but illustrious history of Seattle college there find them on display in' the bookstore if Senior Baffled By
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Just how much of Menuhin's success is due willingness,a tradition of "school spirit" manifested by every
to his family is unimportant.The significant
Ed Phelan wrote the following letter to Closet Betrays Youth
by the student association as a whole.
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Glancing at the faces of those erudite scores Menuhin for his refusal to
Although perplexed by the ponderous
that
it is ill- Thus it seems strange and
Advice to the freshmen:
young men and women who rally under the art to the screen. He comments
problem
with which they were persistently
proA dancey
a datey,
banner of the class of 1941, one sees not a advised in one so young to criticise the
inconsistent that this tradimany students shouldered the
preoccupied
experience and tion is apparently unnoticed Common Colds Invite
Perchancey
out latey,
few bewildered faces. In order for the class ductions that have years of
burden without a whimper. For instance,
you and I, and as far as sports are con- Secondary Ailments
A classey
a quizzey,
as a body to become better acquainted with effort behind them. Now
there was the mighty senior who, after visitgee whizzey.
No passey
some of the other more or less outstanding everyone else, for that matter, know that the cerned. The importance of
ing
every fire sale auction and cut-rate drug
By
G. COSTELLO
CLARE
Mary's Collegian.
St.
"
members it was thought fitting to introduce canned music of the movie plus the freedom athletic achievement by the
store, and instigating a gas war,price slash,
* * *
of the operator in the projection booth to school cannot be challenged, Th»re is no ailment so preva few to you in an informal manner.
droppage of the stock market, decided
and
will (and did any opera- but little has been done to alent and easily acquired,
We wondered how Napoleon knew which
Introducing Don (call-me-duck) Boettner. graduate the tone at
fearlessly
to
face the fathomless depth of his
ever will that it be otherwise than the develop this phase of school with such fatal secondary ef- end of his three-cornered
hat was the front.
*
*
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*
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tice
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hides various and sundry articles behind his
into the closet, breaking three fingers by the
Plumbers,"
"The
again have chosen wisely. "The SC
can never be known.It don't even know how to swing the caddie." force of the impact against the wall. Bringcauses
over enlarged pelican beak. (Look at it some- es, the Menuhins
Macaroons," "Seattle College attacks people everywhere at
time and you'll see what we mean.)
ing it out with a sigh of triumph he viewed
Morons." Do those names all times of the year.
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quarters
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brains which in some
The past record of the chilling is only a predisposing
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before reaching again, this time
be enormous. If you have any difficulties
basketball squad cannot be facor, and not a cause of
only
length.
half
arm's
English,
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don't disturb the This is in the nature of an inquiring re- blamed. Rather the backing
in Latin, logic, or
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results. Upon feelprof, just ask Bill.
smile from the following: Tierney Wilson, This
porter column. A selected question was asked of the team might be blamed
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to
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ease
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ing
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than that of the
Morrie Sullivan,and Bill Moran. Break down,
When wandering about the halls or cam- of people at random and their answer duly for the "hot-and-cold" conall times. boys, you look interesting.
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pus of our fair institution has it ever oc- recorded. The general response was that duct it has displayed. Such a
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so
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identity
of that we were a bit "tetched," but, faithful to contemptuous name as "Maccurred to you to ask the
around the Here's one for the French students: pro- lying flat on the floor. The object proved
vaso-constrictions
carrot-topped individual who has such an duty, we gleaned a few spontaneous answers.
aroons" ha r d1 y inspires a turbinate bones, causing the nounce "Pas de lieu Rhone que nous" real to be black which was at least slightly enangelic appearance ? Why that's RalphMor- If you are approached, fear not, it is only
fighting spirit. True, 'poor tissues to pucker as the body fast and see what you get. That's right, couraging with one eye opened. With both
rison, treasurer of the freshman class and we. Well, all right, "us."
aha !A triangular shaped wire with a hook
standing breeds familarity attempts to protect itself.
paddle your own canoe.
attending Seattle college on one of those so
The question: "What do you think of
*
*
present
the
ever
Then
♥
on one end. He was prepaying to construct
elusive scholarships. He is now formulating onion soup?"
and scorn, but the name "Ma- germs get the opportunity
It takes a newcomer to do the spectacular, a parallellogram, when suddenly he came to
plans of what to do with the cash that the
The answers: "Oh, it's all right, why, roon" is tempting in itself. they have been waiting for. and the other day it was Marjorie Driscoll a decision. Just like that! No indecision,
freshmen made on the Barn dance.
what's the joke?" Bob McClaire.
As the tissues cannot protect who fell "flat" on an unsuspecting child in not a split second wasted! A hanger! But
New Spirit Is Solution
sergeant-at-arms is none other than
themselves, the germs begin a street car.
what, pray tell, is a hanger doing in my
"I think it's terrible. Why not?" JoThe obvious solution to this
indy" Reynolds, that terror of the maple sephine
*
*
*
multiplying
the
surface
by
on
Hart.
closet? Incredible that there should be a
problem is a new spirit, a real of the mucous membrane,
rts and bar-fly extraordinary. In a prigooey."
Aileen
"I hate the stuff. It's too
you get for hanger with nothing hangingon it, is it not ?
vate interview Mr. Reynolds is reported to Murphy.
interest in sports. A more im- work their way into the folds, Ask Tom Scanlon how much
have a hanger I
must have a suit. Having
nothing at the candy stand. Tom found out If I
have stated, "All the fellows can call me Andy
would
be
a
help
penetrate
and
then
beneath
mediate
reasoning
his
powers thus he proexhausted
"It would be good for lunch, but Iwouldn't
the other day, and definitely!
Gump if they want to. I've been called worse
the
surface.
*
*
change
of
name.
Before
the
ceeded
to look for said suit.
♥
care for it for breakfast." Joe Phillips.
names than that at times."
"The stuff stinks." Charles Weil.
season begins, a name should
Colds Leave Body Weak
Why didn't Joe Phillips show up at the He is still looking and the Barn dance is
over, but we will disclose to you and only
"I don't think much of it— what am Iget- be found that really expresses In its combat against the Frosh-Soph Barn Dance?
*
*
*
you the answer, to the problem. The suit
ting into Itake it all back." Magdalene the way Seattle college should cold germ all the energies of
hung on the hanger that hung in the
Cheers for three freshmen who have that
Laßissonier.
feel about its team. Whether the body are taxed, thus leavcloset
that hung on his mind was the suit
plenty of what it takes, including school
"It's good." Jean Collman.
Wednesday, November 3—3
or not a blaze of school spirit ing an excellent opening for spirit,
hung
that
on his back.
Emmett Lenihan, Ray Richards, and
"If you want to eat onions, why not eat would result from it, a name
■Gavel club meeting at College.
atgerms
other
to start an
Don Boettner.
them?" Mary Buchanan.
Monday, November 7—7
* ♥*
dig- tack, because the system is
of
some
distinction
and
"What are you asking me that for? You're
Sodality meeting at Providence,
nity is at least a necessary often unable to cope with
Ad Smith doesn't care a bit for this
nuts." Jean Whims.
ursday, November 11
"I would say that there is a crying need first step in building a real them. Some of the secondary truckin' business *so *he *says.
Drama Guild meeting at College.
The easiest way to get revenge on somefor onion soup." Robert Busko.
effects cause by a weakened
Wednesday, November 10
body
you don't like is to give him a fountain
Incidentally, among the things we like
"Inever eat the stuff. What's in it?" Dick
Gavel club meeting at College.
A new name was discussed body condition are pneumonia, are Jeanne Testu's unfailing tact, Mr. Bis- pen that leaks.
* ♥*
Lyons.
Saturday, November 20—
last year, but little was done. intenstinal influenza, bronchi- choff's ever-with-us patience, Frank Noone's
Home
"I love it. Ithink it is delicious.
Debate with Gonzaga at the College.
Advice to marriage class:
That would seem to leave it tus, sinus trouble, ethmoid cell grin, Morrie Sullivan's hair, Jean Collman's
made— Gee!" Virginia Welpton.
College Fall Informal at Inglewood.
Marriage
doesn't necessarily make people
just arrived. How i trouble, mastoiditis, menin- eyes, Bob Skinner's humor, Helen Carey's
"Onion soup? Are you getting sentimental up to those
Saturday, December 18
miserable,
but
its a great help.
THE
dimples,
NEW DeSOTO.
gitis, and many others.
about it, froah?
or something?" Jim Walsh.
Debate tournament.
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By ED DONOHOE _

—
How About A Pigskin Mister McCullough?

Dear Ed:
It has always been my policy to be a bit skeptical
about the accomplishments of a student body president but
you Ican't help liking the way you go about pleasing the
majority of our Association and the many things you accomplish for our betterment. I
have now before me an important
problem that must be cleared up in the immediate future in
order that our one big happy family will stay ecstatic.
What the men about the corridors have been clamoring for
during the past few weeks is a new football to kick around
during the activity period. An intramural league could follow until December if the weather remains favorable, and
each class could enter a team in the play. Better make that
order two, and throw in a whistle. Thia idea should have
been inaugurated back in September. Hit the treasury up
for about 20 kopecks and purchase the agates from Steve
Antoncich.
JOE COLLEGE,
Yours etcetera,

—

Dug-Out Dirt From The Sports Corner

. ..

Huskies Battle
Cal. Wonder Team
In Crucial Test
This week the University of
Washington Huskies are traveling
South to meet the Golden Bears of
_:
.
Calif ornia at
Mf

..

_»m^"jjP~afe

Berkeley.

The
California a u n

may be shining
brightly, but a
cloud
definite
hangs over the
Huskies as they
prepare to meet
one of their
toughest oppon ents of the

season.
Coach Jimmy
Phelan has been
saving hie first
Cruver
string men for this contest since
the game with Stanford so they
should be in tip-top shape when
they step out on the grid-iron to
meet the hard driving eleven from

Hot tips from the inside tell us just how our stalwart
quintet men are getting in shape
It was alleged that
John Downes whipped into condition by holding the lantern
while his mother chopped the wood (that's purely alleged) Berkeley.
California's flock of big active
we often wonder if Kirkland is in the United States
linemen will be headed by Bob
Harpie O'Masenga found his forty-minute wind in the fun- Herwig, t h e six-foot-four A1Iniest place
He was trucking at the Barn Dance last Fri- American center who is almost as
devastating in the air as he is on
day (and sure, and has Dave Beck issued your union team- the ground. He will be aided by
ster button as yet O'M?)
Joe Phillips claimed he has Henry Sparks, pass-snagger extramastered the Rebound shot (catching those bouncing Spec' ordinary, at left end, while Perry
Schwartz will be holding down the
checks would adept anyone to that art (get Ads, fellows)
right flank position. The middle
Don Sheehan is a big butter and egger, which leads us to of the line will
say that Long Don better get his eggs in with Murph' soon be reini n forced
such men as
Fred Conyne is chief job dispatcher for the N". Y. A.- by
Stockton, AnW. P.A. college grant. Oh!For a position behind one of those gel o, Pollack,
Stoll, and Dave
shovels, that's what is termed an extended-paid-vacation
de
Varona.
For those who missed the Chuck Taylor basketball school,
John Meek,
they passed up the greatest performance of one man casaba one of the best
handling and shooting finesse that ever hit this 412,000 blockers and
backs
burgh
Max Pape could save himself a lot of stamps and defensive
on the coast
worry if he took ten sammolias from the athletic fund and will no doubt be
made a northern and southern excursion of this state to line barking the sigface to face they say either nals for Botup his coming hoop games
tarl, at left
no,
yes or
in a letter it's we'll see, or I'll shoot you in my half. Chapman,
Johnston
first opening
O Yeah.
at right half, and Dave Anderson,
Don Larson made the statement that he could outrun ■the natural born line smasher, at
Wally Carroll in the. 100-yard dash. The Garfield flash of fullback.
The Huskies, will probably fare
another era waited until Carroll got plenty far away before worst in the kicking department,
he came out with that one. Larson ought to put an egg in but Coach Phelan has been putting
Here'e Mur- Cruver and Dubeky through some
his shoe and beat it (topardon the old quip)
training in an effort to
phy's starting line-up when the Maroons take to the floor strenuous
eradicate this weakness. Cruver
late this December Reynolds, center; Merrick, Boxer, or will carry the greatest load iv this
Begley, forwards ; with Phillips and Westmoreland at guards department with Dubsky as chief
Phelan has also been
Reynolds, Merrick, West- reserve.
the vets will hang around
drilling the Huskies in a new demoreland, Boxer and McGrath have been signed as DAC fense to be used against the Caliperformers intramurally this season. Hot Dog
Last issue fornians.
Ipicked the Huskies to end in second place this year
I The Golden Bears have a trepower attack which once
'. What with mendous
forgot say that it is second from the bottom
unleashed rolls down the grid-iron
all this reiterating of statements and predictions this column like a huge army tank crushing
might easily be termed rewrite
These football schools everything in its path. But such
Mattes and Slivinski, a
sponsored by coaches each summer should add a new subject boys as highly
explosive guards,
pair of
to their curriculum, namely, "How to Fall Right and How to Markov and Worthington holding
Protect Your Players From Injury." Yin Dowd at ODea has down the tackle positions, Dick
Johnson and Frank Peters guarda bill of $243 to be met at the end of the season, for his ing
the flank positions, and Bud
first year's work at the Irish school. If the coaches all over Erickeen at center will be in there
the country would concentrate on self defense and pass their putting up a stone wall defense
findings on to their younger brothers in the high schools, which will cause the Bears plenty
of trouble.
many fatalities and injuries could be avoided.
ball packpart
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The main
of the
ing for Washington will probably
Seattle Prep
Whip ODea Handily,
be done by Captain Fritz WaskoFor once in many moons the respective teams of Seattle witz, Jimmy Johnston, Merle MilPrep and ODea trot on the Civic stadium grid 'even steven' ler, and Cruver, the hard plunging
as far as betting odds are concerned. In the years gone by fullback who continually blasts
the opposing lines for much needeither the Panthers or the Irish have shot out of Wee Coyle's |ed
yardage.

November 12

To

clubhouse a decided favorite to take the Catholic City crown.
During those colorful seasons such luminaries as Mickey
McKnight, Frankie Carroll, Bob Bellinger, Carl Scarp, Frank
Taylor, Monte Carlo, Bill Stimpson, Bud Nestor, Barney
vs.
Branigan, and our current liking Wally Carroll, all starred
By Joseph Budnick
for deah' old Seattle Prep.
A question as old as the game
Among O'Dea's greats and near greats were Harry Mulitself, and one that will never be
cahy, the Dowd twins, Vi and Yin; the golddust twins, adequately answered to euit all
Shimpf and Lvi; Morry Abbott, Joe Budnick, and Muzz Pier- factions, is the problem of which
grossi. Most of the Irish luminaries starred in the line. is the better asset to a coach, a
or a power team. Camps
Those were merry old tong wars with the underdog usually passing
on this one question have been distaging the game fight and in two prominent years even vided for thirty years: the passers
clinging to the theory that the
won the flag.
distance to an enemies'
through
But
these glorious years of battles one must admit straightest
is through the air; while a
that as far as victories are concerned, the Prep has held the goal
fundamental Warner system adupperhand. In recent year* the games have been dog fights, herent will tell you that power
but I
remember the day when the ODea Irish were lucky to plays are the vogue in football
ground gainage.
Prep
hold
to four touchdowns.
My thoughts and opinions on
We Have a Game But No Trophy, College
this much masticated and thorWith last year's stirring Prep reversal over ODea went oughly hashed subject, have lead
play
the Columbian Squire trophy to the Panthers for permanent me to believe that the power
is the thing In modern day footretention. They copped three straight legs to the emblematic ball. It is the generally known
pigskin and the prize is now resting easily in Seattle Prep's fact that long before passing was
office. But what are the boys of those two Catholic High introduced, they were using the
the off-tackle
schools going to do for a trophy this season? After all, they old line buck and
slant.
do deserve something for their labors some fitting and lastPassing was only added to the
ing tribute for years to come.
team's repertoire because It is a
Here's a plan that Don Boettner, frosh class prexy from type of play that relieves the elevof body conODea, and all those former Prep students should adhere to en of a certain degree
tact, which wears any team down;
and give some consideration. Why not let the Freshman and it also gives the quarterback
class throw a dance or an entertainment, or if worse comes an ace-ln-the-hole to rely upon
to rotten, a collection around school to purchase a trophy for when a lot of yardage Is required
this annual contest with the same rules for its holding as in a minimum amount of time.
(Continued on Page 4.)
before three victories and the winning club keeps it.

Take Your Pick
By CHUCK WEIL

Ho hum! Lack-a-day! Another
week, another chance. Still staggering around after the weird defeat of the Phelanites, and smarting under the collapse of Oregon's
Sophomore "Wonders," I fare
forth to the football wars, a broken man.
Out of the nation-wide assortment for next Saturday your humhied scribe offers the lowdown on
the twenty ranking games. lam
increasing the number you will notice. The more there are, the better the chance of getting some
right Ihope.

ets pack too many big guns for the
boys with the polished accent.

South

OUR PURPOSE
TO GIVE THE COLLEGE READERS
ALL THE VIEWS
OF THE BEST SPORT NEWS

Maroons Will Face
Name Hiltenbrand Tougher Schedule
Prexy
College Skiers

1937-1938

Max Pape Schedules
Spokane For Opener
December 21, Here

Looking forward to the coming
Alabama 20, Tulane. 7:
The
'llama lads are Rose Bowl bound season of winter sports, the Seattle
and nobody is going to stop them. College Ski club held its first
The "Green Wave" is going out meeting of the year recently. only
Election of officers was the
with the "Tide."
thing accomplished in the short
Simultaneous with all promises
period of the meeting. The results
of a successful hoop season being
Bob
Hiltenbrand,
presiwere:
revealed comes the unofficial andent; Betty Williams, secretary;
nouncement of the forthcoming
and Fred Sexton, treasurer.
basketball schedule.
president
wishes
The new
to emMax Pape, newly selected as stuphasize the fact that experience is
dent manager of athletice, disfor
club
members.
By Bob Bucsko
requisite
a
not
closes that several large schools
As a sports columnist with plen- All that is required is an intereet
have been lined up, the majority
ty of confidence (and little dis- in skiing. For the rest, the veterPacific Coast
positively, some tentatively.
to
California 26, Washington 7: cretion) a selection of candidates ans will be willing and anxious
equipment
Those which have been definiteHoist the storm signals! Call out for the Ail-American football team supply all advice on
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A cool smooth lump of blue-green
Lies iv my hand.
They come— visions that I've never seen
Of some far-off be-romanced land.

...

Visions
Of dank green jungles

— and cool

Blue amarinthine waters.
Cut by the silver sweeping fin
Of some far-flung and mystic habitue of Neptune's cave.
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AMD ANOTHER CHAPTER OM
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GEMS --by Lisle MacDonald

Budnick Discusses
Power Pass
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I'VE NEVER SEEN. IT FAIL..' THE MORgI
A MAN STUDIES PIPES AMD THE
MORE HE LIKES THEM -THE SURER
HE lS TO SlNl<s "^E PRAISES OFRA.?

...

Visions
Of screaming many-colored cockatoos,
Beady-jet eye contrasting scarlet snood and emerald tall
Of turquoise fans and feathers from an ostrich.
The rosy flush on a flamingo's coat.

...

Visions
Of great white peacocks and
A land of ivory apes.

Visions

...

This from a glue-green piece of glass,
Lying in grass,
Beside a broken courtyard.
Fragment from an empty whiskey-bottle.
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Platoons of jade,
And palm trees bearing cones of walled-up milk.
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Debaters Present Spectator
Tale of Plunko
Members
Formal Constitution
-hall draw up suggested questions
debate and shall be prepared
to present them to the club when
the club asks for them.
Sec. 4. The program committee
?hall see that Section 4, Article 3.
ByLaws is carried out.
I1I af the
As an accommodation to the
Article 3.
Program Rules
various clubs at the college,
Section 1. A debate is to be
the Spectator will run the lield
at each meeting unless other
constitution of any group de- r matters interfere.
siring it.
Sec. 2. Pour speakers shall be
is the guiding E appointed by the president for
such debate. There shall be
ument of the Gavel club: each
two affirmative and two negative
CONSTITUTION OF THE GAVEL speakers.

ror
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CLUB

Sec. 3. A period of five minutes
3hall be allowed each speaker in
constructive speech, and three
minutes for each side is rebuttal.
Sec. 4. Debaters shall be chosen
in such a manner as to give each
member an opportunity to speak;
no one member shall speak twice
before every other member shall
have had an opportunity to speak.
Sec. 5. Decision as to who shall
be the winning team and the winning speaker shall be left up to
the popular vote of the members.

ficial Debate Organization of
Seattle College, Seattle)
Article 1.
Name.
ection 1, The name of this soy shall be the Gavel Club.
Article 2.

Purpose.

ection 1. The purpose of this
ety shall be to promote better
senehip and make its members
uainted with parliamentary
and the methods of debate.
Article 3.

—
—

Membership.
Section 1. Membership in this
society shall be of two classes

Article 4.

Meetings.
Section 1. Regular weekly
meetings shall be held at 7:30
o'clock in the evening on the dates
s set in the constitution.
Sec. 2. The orders of exercises
shall be:
(a) Call to order.
(b) Prayer by moderator.
(c) Reading of minutes.
(d) Reports -of standing committees.
(c) Reports of special committees.
(f) Unfinished business.
(g) New business.
(h) Program for meeting.
(i) Discussion of question debated and any business not
previously acted upon.
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Gleanings: A coach is a fellow
who will gladly lay down your life
Geometrically
for the school
inclined football players state that
a kick is the shortest distance beDedicated
tween two punts
to the end who just dropped the
winning pass, the song, "If Iever
have you in my arms again".
To the coach who has discovered
an All-American on his squad, the
song, "A star fell out of heaven."
The new idea at American
university of bringing the coeds
down on the field as kickers is
probably just a move to keep the
boys from grandstanding.
Above are James Thompson and
Pitt's president announces that all
Hnuvain, two of themen busy
Limits
must
cease
in
iplayers
salaries to
19 39; say! he was a good pres- making plans for the coining Fall
iiiftii'iii.'ii.
ident.
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Speaking Of the Barn dance,
that oh-so-peachy affair, that naturally brings to mind what they
Yeh,
did at the Barn dance.
Truckin. After seeing it, we still
Some say
wonder what it is.
Truckin' is an excuse for anything we prefer that in reverse
order (not Truckin, the statement,

—

silly.)
Anyway when it comes to
Truckin' we'll take ours sitting
down. That's where we,ended up
every time.

Seattle College Place of
Inquiry Class To Be
Held For Non-Catholics

The Freshman-Sophomore Barn
dance, held last Friday evening
at Dick Parker's pavillion, was a
complete success, according to a
statement by Emmett Lenihan,
co-chairman with Mis« Betty Colburn foT the affair. Returns on
the tickets for the dance are not
yet complete, but the profit on
the dance will reach the total of
fifty dollars. "The attendance exceeded all expectations and we did
not anticipate such a return," said
Mr. Lenihan. "I wish to thank all
the members of the committee for
their enthusiastic efforts and I
also wish to express my gratitude
to the students, whose cooperation
made this a success."
The committee members were:
Transportation, Bill Berard, Joe
Russell, and Neil Brislawn; decoration's, Nora Brown, Virginia
Gimmel, Nina Moran, Peggy Moriarty, and Mary Buchanan; tickets,
Bill Bates, Bill Kelly, Don Roberts, and Don Steele; publicity,
Ray Richards, Jim Walsh, and
Lou Souvain. Bob Hubner's orchestra furnished the music.

Gonzaga To Meet
College Debaters
Date Announced Contest To Be
Of High School HeldNovember 20
Debate Tourney
At the Gavel club meeting last
Wednesday evening further plans
were discussed concerning the
Seattle College Pacific Northwest
Catholic High School Forensic
tournament. The date was recently
set as Saturday, December 18. In-

vitations have been extended to
twenty-one high schools throughout the northwest to participate
in the event. It is expected that
at least sixteen of the invited
schools will be able to participate
in the event. This is twice the
>number of high schools that parAll non-Catholics who are at all ticipated last year. The tournainterested in Catholic dogma, rit- ment promises exciting and heated
ual, or practice are invited to at- competition for the coveted trophy.
At their meeting the members
tend and learn more about the
subject and have their problems of the Gavel club discussed what
trophy should be given
solved. This is a class to acquaint kind of
this year. The debate club has
outsiders with Catholicity.
been planning some form of en> tertainment for all the particlpants. The entertainment will immediately follow the finals of the
debate in the evening. The quesW
Special Rate To
tion of the debate is: "Resolved:
~_»
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College Students
That the Several States Should
q Two Hour SJ/1
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Adopt the Unicameral System of
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An official statement from the
Chancery office announces the beginning of a class in Catholic doc-

Budnick Discusses Frosh-Soph Barn
Power vs. Pass
DanceIs Declared
A Huge Success
—

..

(Article

"

" *

active and honorary.
Sec. 2. Any bona fide student of
Seattle college shall be eligible
for active membership.
Sec. 3. Active membership shall
be attained by a person when he
shall have been in attendance at
three consecutive meetings and
shall have signified his intention
to join by notifying a member of
the membership committee.
Sec. 4. Active membership
shall be forfeited by any person if
he fails to attend three consecutive meetings, unless his reason
for absence be judged a justifiable
(Continued from Page 30
excuse by the membership comhaving the pay play as the
But
mittee.
j) Adjournment.
vital
in your system no sircog
shall
be
Sec. 5. Active members
Sec. 3. A majority' of all votes I ree!
in honor bound to take any part
cast shall be necessary to constiLet me give you a few examples
in the activities of the club that tute an election.
of teams that relied solely on pass
they are called upon to perform.
may
Vacancies
in
offices
Sec. 4.
plays to pick up their first and
Sec. 6. Honorary membership
be filled by special election.
tens.
Texas Christian enjoyed
may be conferred upon any perArticle 5.
pasphenomenal success as a great
son by a majority vote of,the ac" Sam
Meetings.
sing team with "Slingin'
tive membership.
Section 1. The annual meeting Baugh. But how are the Horned
Amir l.- 4.
shall
be held the third Wednesday Frogs doing this year, now that
OtSioees.-^May each year.
in
"Bullet" Baugh is no longer one
officers
of
this
Section 1. The
meetings
Regular
Sec.
2.
shall
of
the fold? Not so well! Why?
club shall be a president, vicepresident, secretary, and treas- be held every Wednesday evening Simply because the coach thought
from the fourth week in Septem- only of how he was going to get
May, an end in the clear, and forgot
Sec. 2. (a) Nominations for of- ber to the second week in
Meetings may be post- about a power attack that could be
inclusive.
preficers shall be held a week
by the presi- used by the returning lettermen
vious to the final meeting of the poned or cancelled
when his ace passer was gone.
year. No one person shall be nom- dent.
Ohio State was a razzle-dazzle
meetings
may
3.
Special
Sec.
inated for more than one office.
Schmidt
Sec. 2. (b) All officers shall be [ be called by the president or by club till Coach Francis
and laterals
found
passes
out
that
six
active
members.
any
ballot
at
annual
by
elected
the
can be intercepted and even turnmeeting and shall continue in ofArticle 6,
ed into scores by a mediocre team
fice one year or until the next anQuorum.
with a few ideas on pass defense.
nual election.
Section 1. One-third of the ac- Colgate used to throw the oval
BY-LAWS OF GAVEL OLIJB tive- membership of this club shall around the gridiron with reckless
constitute a quorum.
Article 1.
abandon, but they have mended
Article 7.
they
Duties of Officers.
their ways considerably
Section 1. The duties of offiAmendments.
used to heave four laterals on
cers shall be such as their titles
Section 1. This constitution one play, now it is only occasionimply and the by-laws state.
may be amended at any regular ally that they toss one.
Sec. 2. The president shall ap- meeting by a two-thirds vote, the
Comparatively few teams pass
point all standing committees, proposed amendment or amend- on their own 20 or 30 yard line,
special committees, and also de- ments having been submitted in or when they penetrate deep into
baters and other students who fill writing and read to the club by the opponents' territory. The runthe program for any meeting.
the secretary at a regular meet- ning play is the thing. Razzle
at least one week before being dazzle ball packs 'em through the
ing
2.
upon.
turnstiles, but long, twisting runs
voted
Committees.
Sec. 2. By-laWs may be adopted, similar to the gallops that were
Section 1. There shall be two
any reg- prevalent in the Army-Columbia
inding committees consisting of repealed, or amended at
majority
meeting
by
a
vote. game are just as spectacular as
ular
Membership
ree members each
the passing plays.
d Program.
8.
Article
Passes are best used when the
membership
Ratification.
Sec. 2. (a) The
aerial defense is weak or the
committee shall see that the rules
of
approval
Section 1. The
game's out some hinges on a
for membership as stated in the three-fourths of those eligible for
last minute thrust, otherwise even
(b)
are carried out.
membership shall be necessary for the best hurling game can be stopshall keep a list of active and ratification of this constitution.
ped dead by an alert 6-2-2-1 formorary members.
by the consent of those I mation.
Done
Sec. 2. (c) The committee present, the fourth day of Novemould be prepared to present to ber,
in the year of Our Lord nineLady Assistant
CApitol 1234
c president this list to facili- teen hundred thirty-six.
te his choosing of debaters for
In witness thereof we have
c next meeting.
JOHN
subscribed our names.
hereunto
committee
program
Sec. 3. The

"As several questions have
been asked about th c rules
governing attendance, it seems
good to recall the following information. Regular attendance
at class is very closely connected with successful results,
hence students should not absent themselves from class
without grave reason.
"No 'Cuts' are allowed nor is
any student of the college entitled to a certain number of
absences. Roll is taken at the
beginning of each class hour
and students then absent are
so marked. A tardy Is considered absent. Students who absent themselves from 20% of
the scheduled classes in any one
subject during the quarter are
ineligibile for examinations at
the end of the quarter and thus
forfeit credit for the subject."
Father James McGoldrick, S.J.

The scene: A lonely highway
garage, isolated, silent. It is early
evening. Down the highway,
wraith-like in the fog, a car
screams around the corner. The
roar of its motor crescendoes to
a high-pitched whine as it approaches, then ceases abruptly as
it skids to a stop in front of the
garage. The doors open, four men
jump out. Four men with hatß
down, coat collars up, hands
thrust deep in pockets. Slowly
they approach the lone attendant.
His eyes widen, he backs against
the building. One of the men
steps ahead, looks about with
slitted eyes, then faces the garageman. "Listen, Bud," he says,
"who owns that barn across the
road?"
Crooks? Gangsters? Stick-up
artists? Nope. (You've probably
guessed it all ready.) Just the
committee on barns for the Soph- trine to be held at Seattle college
Frosh Barn dance indulging their at Broadway and Marion street,
sense of humor (?) while search- every Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
ing for a barn.
in room 36.
♥

hie ears as he took his place or,
the end of the bench. Coach Tudor Sedan sat on the opposite end.
For three quarters the teams
battled uip and down the field. No
scores had been made. Then it
happened; thj Coedspondent college quarterback was injured. The
time clock indicated two minutes
to go, with Coedespondent in possession of the ball on the Molar
20-yard line.
Plunko's heart beat in trip-hammer fashion. Hurriedly he began
to plan his method of attack. He
hadn't known the plays bo well in
practice but he would rise to the
occasion. The stentorian voice of
Coach Sedan reached his ear,
"Plunko, Plunko!" He reached
for his helmet, drew it over his
head and bounded from the bench.
Nervously he uttered the words
"Ye-e-e-s-s, Coach."
Coach Sedan bawled his reply,
"Plunko, send in the bench."
♥

Official

For a' that

(Continued from Page 3.)
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The Seattle college debate team
will seek revenge on the Gonzaga
debaters November 20 in a competitive meet to be held in Seattle.
Last year Gonzaga won the battle
and the year before, which opened
the competition between the two
schools, Seattle college took the
laurele. This year should present
a heated debate with each team
on a close par with the other and
both teams showing their fangs.
The debate will be held at Seattle
college.
As yet

no official statements
have reached the press as to the
names of the debaters, and the
proposition is still undecided but
will be a Phi Kappa Delta question. According to the Reverend
Clifford Carroll, S.J., the moderator of the debate team, two teams
from each echool will compete.
Entertainment will be provided
for the guests and it is expected
that they will be invited to he
Fall informal to be held on the
evening of the day of the debate.
All visitors to the debate are
assured an interesting time in
hearing the verbal fight between
these two rivals.
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BEER AND WINE
P. J. GALLAGHER
EA. 22
11.18 12th Aye.

CApitol 9839
315 Broadway North

with a smoker
when he finds out
about Chesterfields
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BROADWAY CYCLE
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TYPEWRITERS
ALL MAKES AT
STUDENT PRICES

KALIN

FUNERAL HOME, Inc.

PATRONIZE
OUR

ADVERTISERS
Advertisers are not "charity givers." They do not
give their hard-earned money for nothing. They
rightly expect something in return. They expect
the students'to patronize their place of business.
Without the support of the advertisers this paper
would be unable to continue publication.
So show your appreciation; show your Seattle
College spirit!
BE LOYAL

Patronze Your Advertisers

CATHOLIC FUNERAL

E

DIRECTORS

—

John Kalin, Manager
K2H Broadway
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HALL

T. H.
ELilot 5447

Near .Mill-ion
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# PROGRAMS, TICKETS, TALLIES and FAVORS.
COMMERCIAL PRINTING AND PUBLISHING.

«

ANCHOR PRESS. Inc.

MAIn 02«2

222MFIRST AVENUE

NEWMAN CLUB

DANCE
Promenade
Autumn
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 9 P. M.
—

OLYMPIC (JOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB
mi sic

—

TUketN

BILK,

»MO a Couple

LONGMORB* CAVALIERS

*

CoovfLfiit

1917

Usoirr Nviis Tobacco Co.

JHL.
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